
Vibration 
technology

When failure isn’t an option, 
don‘t leaVe asset health to chance!
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master the language of your machinery

CMTs mission is to supply our customers with on-line 
and on-site condition monitoring solutions fitting 
their needs. Our range of products helps the onsite 
engineers to base their maintenance and repairs on 
solid information rather than guesswork.

CM Technologies, formerly known as Kittiwake GmbH 
help prevent unplanned breakdown and maximise 
plant availability. There are various different on-the-run 
tools available for condition monitoring.

This brochure contains only information about CM 
Technologies offer for vibration diagnostics. For other 
products please see our full product catalogue. 

AbOuT CMT

cMt - Vibration        
diagnostics tools 
and softWare 
since 1991

Customer in over 70 countries rely on CMT products



 › Manufacturer of vibration diagnostics tools
 › Development of vibration diagnostics 
software

 › Distribution network around the world
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master the language of your machinery

WHAT is vibrATiOn DiAGnOsTiCs?
vibration diagnostics is a major part of predictive machine 
maintenance programs. vibration diagnostics has over 
the years proven to be the most effective method for 
checking “machinery health“.

vibration diagnostics tools are here to help us to predict 
the machine failures. When predictive maintenance is 
applied and the machines are checked regularly, machine 
faults can be discovered at an early stage and appropriate 
action can be taken. by doing so you can avoid unexpected 
machine shutdowns and you can prevent replacement of 
parts which are still in good condition.

CMT supplies a full range of vibration diagnostics 
equipment, from simple data collectors to advanced 
vibration analyzers and on-line monitoring systems. The 
data from the devices can be transferred to Adash software 
for further analysis.

 

HOW DOes iT WOrK?
running machines generate vibrations, which contain a lot 
of information about their condition. A vibration meter 
or analyzer is used to measure this vibration. The sensor 
needs to be mounted on an appropriate point on the 
machine (e.g. bearing housing). The instrument measures 
the vibration signal, tells you the severity of the vibrations 
and also possible machine faults. The most frequent 
faults are bearings faults, unbalance, misalignment and  
looseness.



WiTH Our DeviCes yOu CAn ...

determine the condition of the machine according to isO 
standards

find machine mechanical faults

determine the condition of roller bearings 

control the lubrication of bearings

perform balancing

evaluate operating deflection shapes

use the stroboscope to check rotating parts
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vibration meter 
marine

master the language of your machinery

Crews of seagoing vessels are under constant stress 

and the crew changes in fixed intervals. Therefore to 

successfully use vibration Monitoring on board it must 

be easily understandable by everyone. The vibration 

Meter Marine offers measuring modes put together 

exclusively for the Marine industry.

A powerful expert system provides on the spot useable 

results, even beginners can use these results right away 

without any training or knowledge about vibration 

analysis.

A lubrication mode allows monitoring and control of 

of grease lubricated machinery. This ensures proper 

lubrication and on the other hand spares costs and 

avoids damages due to over-lubrication.

Acceleration and velocity rMs values can be taken 

and stored and allow users a precise trending of the 

condition of a machine.

The device offers additionally an integrated ir 

temperature probe, a stroboscope and flash light which 

are valuable tools for the day to day work.

The powerful data diagnostic software (PLus version 

only) allows planning and uploading measurement 

routes as well as further in-depth analysis of the 

vibration data. Measurement routes allow every 

member of the crew to easily take out vibration 

measurements on ship machinery.

With the purchase of the vibration Meter Marine you 

get everything you need to start right away. scope 

of delivery includes the device, acceleration sensor, 

software (PLus version only) and accessories all in a 

small rugged case for storage in between usage.

Optional high quality headphones are available for 

the acoustic evaluation of the bearings. using the 

headphones an experienced user is able to spot 

problems in seconds.

vibrATiOn MeTer sPeCiFiCALLy 
FOr MArine APPLiCATiOns

Free version of DDs software  
(limited database size)

(PLus version only)

 › Tailor made for the Marine industry

 › easy to understand and use

 › Quick diagnosis with traffic light system

 › Optional route measurements

ordering information

vib-CT-50035 

cMt Vibration Meter Marine 

(including one acceleration sensor)

vib-CT-50030 

cMt Vibration Meter Marine plus 

with Memory and PC software 

(including one acceleration sensor)

vib-CT-50017 

peltor heavy duty headphone 

signal: 8 Ohm / 0.5 W

vib-CT-50075
transport case for VibrationMeter
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vibration meter

vibrATiOn MeTer, AnALyzer, 
DATA COLLeCTOr

The vibration Meter instrument allows 
you to perform all basic vibro-diagnostics 
measurements such as bearing condition, 
identification of mechanical faults 
and lubrication assessment.

The vibration Meter PLus is equipped with 
4Mb of memory for data storage. Data memory 
allows you to perform off-route and route 
measurements. The professional software DDs 
for vibration Meter PLus can be downloaded 
from the website free of charge. 

Our expert system for automatic machine fault 
detection is included. 

We also offer the vibration Meter ex, an 
intrinsically safe version of the vibration Meter. 

Free version of DDs software  
(limited database size)

(PLus version only)

 › Quality sensor

 › solid coiled cable

 › strong magnetic base

ex certification:

 › ii 2 G ex ib iiC T4 Gb

ii non-mining

2 zone 1

G Gas atmosphere

ex 
ib

Principle of protection: intrinsic 
safety en 60079-11 , zone 1

iiC Gas group - Acetylene, Hydrogen

t4 Temperature class 135°C

Gb equipment Protection Level – zone 
1
(high protection)
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master the language of your machinery

 › ACC iCP® - sensor input

 › ir non-contact temperature 
sensor

 › LeD stroboscope

 › stethoscope output

 › Micro usb for data transfer

 › isO value [mm/s, ips]

 › bearing value [g]

 › isO 10816-3 included

 › Automatic speed detection

MeAsureMenTsexPerT sysTeM
 › enables automatic 

machine fault detection 
on site

Overall values

Time signal

Frequency bands

FFT spectrumbearing fault

unbalance

Misalignment

 › Three button operation

 › All functions are predefined

 › expert functions for fault 
detection

 › Colour graphic display

siMPLe TO use

TOP PAneL

 › Heavy-Duty aluminium 
housing

 › 2AA rechargeable or AA 
alkaline batteries

 › 8 hours of operation

inDusTriAL DesiGn

ordering information
vib-CT-50001
cMt Vibration Meter
(including one acceleration sensor)

vib-CT-50022
cMt Vibration Meter plus
with Memory and PC software 
(including one acceleration sensor)

vib-CT-50031
cMt Vibration Meter ex
with Memory and PC software
(including one acceleration sensor)

vib-CT-50017
peltor heavy duty headphone
signal: 8 Ohm / 0.5 W

route measurement

Looseness
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Grease meter

OPTiMizinG THe LubriCATiOn 
PrOCess

The Grease Meter is a maintenance tool used for 

monitoring and control of the lubrication process. 

The A4910 Lubri measures the actual bearing 

lubrication status and informs the operator when 

the lubrication state is optimal. 

Application of the Grease Meter extends the 

bearing lifetime and saves lubricants. Headphones 

can be connected to listen to the bearing 

condition. The Grease Meter  is simple to 

operate and also enables you to perform 

basic measurements and diagnoses of bearing 

condition.

now the Grease Meter can store the data 

and perform route measurements as well 

(depending on verison).

values in traffic light colours tell you 
when to add the grease

Free version of DDs software  (limited 
database size) (depending on version)

 › Monitoring and control of the lubrication 
process

 › bearing condition state
Dry bearingAdd greaseLubrication OK

ordering information

vib-CT-50023 

grease Meter

(including one acceleration sensor and grease gun)

vib-CT-50024

standard grease gun

vib-CT-50017

peltor heavy duty headphone
signal: 8 Ohm / 0.5 W

 › increase bearing lifetime

 › basic vibrodiagnostics measurements
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vibration analyser 
va3Pro

master the language of your machinery

The vibration Analyser vA3Pro is the newest 

addition to our range of portable devices for 

vibration diagnostics. 

There are 2 signal inputs and 1 tacho/trigger 

input. input 2 offers connectivity to a triaxial 

sensor, therefore all 3 channels can be measured 

simultaneously. The expert system developed 

by Adash can automatically detect machine faults 

such as unbalance, looseness, misalignment 

and bearing faults.

There is a non-contact ir temperature sensor 

(for immediate bearing temperature measurement) 

and a LeD stroboscope/torch. The vibration 

Analyser vA3Pro is designed for one-handed 

operation. With a weight of just 780g and a 

battery life of more than 10 hours of operation, 

the unit is suitable for long route measurements. 

The vibration Analyser vA3Pro can be configured 

according to your requirements by choosing 

optional modules e.g. analyzer, route, balancer. 

Optional modules can be purchased also 

additionally and downloaded to the instrument 

without the need of sending it back to the factory.

Analyzer
(Option)

route
(Option)

stroboscopeexpert 
system

balancer
(Option)

Meter recorder
(Option)

 › Low weight 780 g

 › Long lasting battery

 › ideal for route measurement

 › route compatibility with vibration 
Analyzer

 › includes stroboscope and torch 

run-up
(Option)

ultrasonic
(Option)
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ordering information

vib-CT-50016 
Vibration analyser Va3pro
(including one acceleration sensor) 
 
optional test Modes
vib-CT-50025 Analyser Mode
vib-CT-50026 route Mode
vib-CT-50027 balancer Mode
vib-CT-50028 recorder Mode
vib-CT-50034 run-up Mode
vib-CT-50037 ultrasound 
 
vib-CT-50038 
us-Microphone 
 
vib-CT-50006 
laser tacho probe 
 
vib-CT-50040 
silicone protection cover for Va3pro

 › Overall vibration values     
(rMs, 0-PeAK)

 › FFT spectrum
 › Time signal
 › Frequency bands
 › Displacement 
 › Temperature

MeTer

select the type of the measurement 
(from simple overall values through 
FFTs and time signals to more 
advanced measurements with 
Proximity probes such as Orbits), 
set up the measurement settings 
according to your requirements 
(frequency range, sampling, units 
etc.) and take all the predefined 
measurements simultaneously (up to 3 
channels).

AnALyser

A4300 vA3PrO MeAsureMenTs MODuLes

Automatic detection of 
possible machine faults:
 › unbalanceMisalignment
 › Looseness
 › bearing faults

FAsiT - exPerT sysTeM

switch on the 
stroboscope to visually 
“freeze” the machine 
movement and check its 
rotating parts. speed of 
the machine can also be 
detected.

sTrObOsCOPe

balancer allows you to 
perform one or two plane 
balancing job of rotating 
parts such as industrial 
fans, blowers, spindles 
etc.

bALAnCer
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master the language of your machinery

TOP PAneL

A/D COnversiOn

iDeAL FOr rOuTe MeAsureMenT

DATA PrOCessinG

 › ACC iCP® - sensor input
 › 2 signal inputs AC/DC (in1,in2)
 › input in2 is ready for triaxial sensor 
 › input for tacho/trigger
 › ir non-contact temperature sensor
 › LeD stroboscope/torch
 › Mini usb for data transfer

 › 24 bit A/D conversion
 › 64 bit signal processing
 › 120 db dynamic range
 › no Auto-Gain

 › Heavy-Duty aluminium housing
 › removable battery pack
 › More than 10 hours of operation
 › Colour display 240 x 320 px 
 › FFT resolution: 25 600 lines
 › route memory: 8 Gb

 › real time FFT
 › DeMOD - enveLOPe analysis
 › ACMT - low speed bearing analysis
 › Order analysis
 › user band pass analysis
 › rPM measurement
 › DC measurement
 › Orbit measurement

ACCessOries

 › Accessories can be selected under your requirements
 › silicone protection cover protects the device
 › Hard-shell transport case 
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route module is used 
for day to day data 
collection of your factory 
machinery. simply create 
your route tree and 
take the measurements 
regularly.

rOuTe

similar to Analyzer mode 
where you can setup any 
measurement which you 
like. run up allows you 
to control the saving of 
data for example as soon 
as possible, by speed 
change, time change etc.

run uP

recorder mode “records” 
the raw signal from the 
sensor (it means raw 
signal from the machine.) 
This allows you to make 
a post processing of the 
signal later on your PC.

reCOrDer

Measurement of sound 
unhearable for human 
ear – ultrasound. Typical 
application is air leak 
detection, electrical 
arcing or early bearing 
fault detection.

uLTrAsOunD
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vibration analyser 
va5Pro

master the language of your machinery

THe FAsTesT 4-CHAnneL 
vibrATiOn AnALyzer

4 channel signal recording

The vibration Analyser vA5Pro is a unique 
instrument for machinery vibration diagnostics. 
The vibration Analyser vA5Pro includes 
modules for analysing, data collecting and 
vibration signal recording. The instrument 
is enhanced by modules for dynamic balancing, 
measurement of run up and coast down, 
acoustic measurement mode, monitoring 
and control of lubrication process and 
listening to the vibration signal with the 
stethoscope feature. The instrument is equipped 
with an expert system which automatically 
detects machinery faults.

The vibration Analyser vA5Pro is designed for 
engineers, technicians and researchers dealing 
with machinery and structural diagnostics 
as well as dynamic balancing of rotating 
machinery.

 › Adash expert system for automatic 
machine fault detection

 › Large colour display

ordering information

vib-CT-50065 

Vibration analyser Va5pro 

(including one acceleration sensor and a case)

vib-CT-50006 

laser tacho probe

vib-CT-50038 

us-Microphone

vib-CT-50066 

transport case for Va5

vib-CT-50017 

peltor heavy duty headphone

vib-CT-50067 

thermal imaging camera 

range:  -10°C ~ 150°C

vib-CT-50005  

acceleration sensor complete 

sensitivity  100 mv/g 

sealing   iP68 

resonance Freq. 30 kHz
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TOP PAneL

HeADPHOnes
 › Listening to 

vibration signal

DATA PrOCessinGexPerT sysTeM

 › FFT 3 276 800 lines in real time

 › Frequency range up to 90 kHz

 › 20 hours recording of 4 channels

 › Demodulation - envelope analysis, Order 
analysis

 › ACMT - low speed bearing analysis

 › user defined frequency bands

 › Automatic machine fault detection
 › isO 10816-3 included
 › bearing database included

inPuT CHAnneLs

 › 4 AC, iCP®(On/Off), +/- 12 v 
pp

 › 4 DC process values, +/- 24 v

 › 1 Tacho

usb POrT

 › High speed data 
transfer

 › Quick connection

A/D COnversiOn

 › 24 bit A/D conversion

 › 64 bit signal processing

 › 120 db dynamic range

 › no Auto-Gain
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master the language of your machinery

vibration analyser va5Pro 
measUrement moDes

AnALyzer
 › 4 channels simultaneously

bALAnCer
 › intuitive graphical 

balancing procedure

exPerT sysTeM
 › Automatic fault detection

ADs 
 › Animated deflection 

shapes

reCOrDer
 › 4 channels recording
 › 20 hours signal recording

rOuTe
 › 8000 measuring points
 › DDs software

run uP/COAsT DOWn

sTeTHOsCOPe
 › Listening of vibration 

signal

Lubri
 › Monitoring and control    

of lubrication process

buMP TesT

OCTAve AnALysis THerMAL iMAGinG
 › shows temperature from 

(-10) - 150 °C
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Let’s say you are going to measure a big industrial 

blower to find out its behavior during run up. you 

place the sensor on the machine and set up your 

measurement. Then you ask the operator to run 

it and he starts the machine. After a few seconds 

you realize that you have set your measurements 

incorrectly and you ask the operator to stop the 

machine and run it again. but his answer is: ”i am 

sorry sir, the control system will not allow me to 

run it again, we cannot stop the production now, 

you have to come over here next month.” This 

could be a problem for you, couldn‘t it? With the 

recorder mode you will avoid such a situation. 

Just place the sensor on the machine, run the 

recorder mode and record the raw signal during 

the run up of the machine. Later on, you can 

analyze this record in the office. in other words 

you can set any measurement which you like and 

play this recording again and again to get the 

required results.

reCOrDer MODe - WHen iT is useFuL

 › The A4400 vA5Pro enables to measure frequency response 
for modal analysis purposes. it is attractive substitute for 
large systems, which are usually used for modal analysis 
measurements.

 › Data are exported in uFF format. They are easily imported to 
every modal analysis software.

FreQuenCy resPOnse FOr MODAL AnALysis 

 › record the raw signal when you are not sure about 
the setting. Post-analyze the recorded signal later in 
the office.

 › With the A4400 vA5Pro you can record up to 4 
channels simultaneously. 

 › A4410 virtual unit software for post-analyzing is 
possible to download from Adash website free of 
charge.

 › 20 hours signal recording (4 channels, 64 kHz 
sampling frequency)

rAW siGnAL reCOrDinG
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PoCket analyser & 
virtUal Unit

master the language of your machinery

virtual unit software

POCKeT AnALyzer

The Pocket Analyser is a pocket sized 4 channel 

vibration analyzer. 

Connect the Pocket Analyser to any computer 

by usb and use the unit for data analysing, 

collecting and the recording of vibration 

signals. The instrument is enhanced by modules 

for dynamic balancing, measurement of run up 

and coast down and acoustic measurement mode. 

The instrument is equipped with an expert system 

which automatically detects machinery faults.

The instrument is powered directly by usb 

connection so no external power is needed.

Connect Pocket Analyser to your laptop 
and get all functions of 4 channel 
vibration Analyser

Pocket size 4 channel vibration Analyzer
input channels: 4 AC, iCP®  (On/OFF), 4 DC,  
1 TACHO

Free download of virtual unit software 
enables you to try all functions of the 
analyzer on your computer

ordering information

vib-CT-50032

pocket analyser

(no sensor included)

vib-CT-50005 

acceleration sensor complete

sensitivity  100 mv/g

sealing   iP68

resonance Freq. 30 kHz

Operating Temp. -55 - 140 °C

Connector   MiL2

vib-CT-50006

laser tacho probe

vib-CT-50038

us-Microphone
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vib simUlator

strobo

sensOr siMuLATOr

The vib simulator device behaves like a standard 

iCP® acceleration sensor with a sensitivity of 

100 mv/g. The unit generates precise amplitude 

levels on 80 Hz and 8 kHz frequencies. The vib 

simulator enables the user to check measurement 

precision and functionality of analyzers, vibration 

meters, protection and monitoring systems.

Quick check of cables, analyzers 
and monitoring systems

vib simulator

 › simulates the acceleration sensor 100mv/g

 › Two output connectors - MiL, bnC

sTrObOsCOPe

stroboscope enables to ostensibly stop rotating 

or generally periodic (reciprocating) motion of 

a machine. it allows also to find out the speed of 

rotation or to perform synchronized measurements 

without having to use reflective markers on the 

shaft.  

The A4950 stroboscope uses three ultra-bright 

LeDs with optical system as a source of flashes. 

The device is equipped with a colour graphic 

display and 3 operational buttons. Operation 

is very easy and intuitive. Two standard 

or rechargeable AA batteries are used for 

powering. The A4950 stroboscope can be used 

also as a tachometer by connecting an external 

speed probe.

 › Flashing frequency range  
from 0.5 Hz to 500 Hz

 › Control of the flash duration

Flashing controlled by internal or 
external triggering

ordering information

vib-CT-50042

Vib simulator

simulates one standard sensor

100 mv/g

ordering information

vib-CT-50053

strobo
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vibration monitor

master the language of your machinery

OnLine MOniTOrinG sysTeM
- iT HAs never been eAsier!

The vibration Monitor is a powerful online 

monitoring system for rotating machinery. 

The vibration Monitor system can operate 

as an independent monitoring system or it can 

be used as an extension of an existing protection 

system.

All channels are measured simultaneously. The 

modules can be easily combined to create a 

system with more channels.

Adaptive data acquisition algorithm

vibration Monitor Plus / standard

 › 16 channels AC

 › 16 channels DC

 › 4 TACHO inputs

 › 16 bnC buffered sensor signal outputs

 › 16 programmable relay outputs 
(plus version only)

 › 16 programmable  4-20 mA outputs

ordering information

vib-CT-50044 

Vibration Monitor plus (3u)

16 channel synchronous measurement

vib-CT-50003 

Vibration Monitor standard (2u)

16 channel synchronous measurement

vib-CT-50056 

Vibration Monitor compact

4 channel synchronous measurement

extendable to 4x4 channel multiplex

vib-CT-50058 

Vibration Monitor compact Wifi Module 

WiFi standard 802.11b/g/n

vib-CT-50057 

Vibration Monitor compact license

(license for additional 4 channels)

vib-CT-50006

laser tacho probe

sen-CT-16910

inductive tacho sensor

vib-CT-50059  

data Manager 

setup of Online systems

vibration Monitor Compact

 › Optional number of input channels

 › 4 – 16 channels AC

 › 4 – 16 channels DC

 › 1 – 4 TACHO inputs

 › Adaptive algorithm of data acquisition

 › Compact size, Din rail mounting
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APPLiCATiOn sCHeMe OF vibrATiOn MOniTOr uniTs

Data storage

Data control and analysis

et
he

rn
et

 › The set up and control of the Online units is done by the Data Manager. 
The set up has never been easier. storage of data and evaluation is 
handled with the DDs software.

 › The new data acquisition control system was developed for the vibration 
Monitor. now the unit reads the vibration continuously, not only at 
predefined time intervals. The adaptive algorithm saves the readings to 
the database.

 › The vibration Monitor unit continuously monitores the required machines 
and adaptively saves the readings to the data storage computer. The data 
is accessible from various workstations for control and analysis.

 › The great advantage of the DDs software is its very easy set-up. There is 
no difficult installation of the server anymore and no complicated set-up 
of parameters. The demands for transfer and data storage are minimized.

There are 3 version of the vibration Monitor available. 

 › A3800 vibration Monitor Compact

 › A3716 vibration Monitor standard

 › A3716 vibration Monitor Plus

The A3800 vibration Monitor Compact is a 4 to 16 

channel on-line monitoring and diagnostic system. The 

compact size enables it to be placed directly on the Din 

rail in the switchboard. 

The unit has an optional number of AC and DC input 

channels - 4, 8, 12 or 16. AC and DC channels are 

separate. This means that the 4-channel configuration 

allows you to connect 4 AC and 4 DC channels. 

Depending on the number of active input channels, it 

uses 1 - 4 independent TACHO inputs.

seTuP AnD COnTrOL

The number of active channels can be extended 

by purchasing additional licenses. each group of 4 

channels allows fully simultaneous measurements. 

Groups of 4 input channels are switched via a 

multiplexer.  The vibration Monitor Compact is 

available with an optional WiFi module.

The A3716 vibration Monitor standard and Plus 

system contains 16 AC, 16 DC and 4 TACHO 

inputs. All channels are measured simultaneously. 

The standard version only needs 2 slots (90mm 

height) in your 19” aluminium rack while the Plus 

version will need 3 slots (135mm height). The 

Compact version is placed directly on the Din rail in 

the switchboard. 

The plus version also offers additional connections 

like 16 relay outputs, 16 (4-20mA) current loops 

and 16 bnC outputs.

et
he

rn
et

ethernet
WiFi
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DDs-software

master the language of your machinery

A POWerFuL TOOL FOr DATA 
sTOrinG AnD evALuATiOn

The Digital Diagnostics system software represents 

a powerful tool for storage and evaluation of 

vibration and technical diagnostics data. it allows 

the user to connect and work with data collected 

by portable data collectors and on-line monitoring 

systems. in the full configuration, it includes all the 

functions necessary for data transfer, analysis and 

data storage. 

DDs software communicates with all vibration 

meters and analyzers and also with the online 

monitoring systems.

 › spot damages using trending and comparison

 › use the DDs software to collect data and 

analyze them later at your convenience

 › An integrated easy to use reporting tool allows 

generation and transmission of standardized 

reports

 › The extendable bearing database included in 

the software allows a precise analysis of damage 

causes

 › Waterfall diagrams support the historical display 

of frequency spectra

 › Quickly navigate measuring points and machines 

of your assets due to the established tree 

structure

 › user friendly

 › High reliability

Limit values

report

ordering information

vib-CT-50004 

dds data diagnostic software

(full access / no limits)

vib-CT-50045

dds data diagnostic View software 

(no changes of the tree)

 › Fast and easy comparison of 

measuring points due to drag and 

drop capability 

bearing-control
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aDs-software

visuALisATiOn OF vibrATiOn 
MOveMenT

The Animated Deflection shapes software is based 

on the method of operating deflection shapes. 

This means that we visualize the vibrations 

of the machine by animation. During the 

animation the vibration movement is slowed down 

to very low frequency and the amplitude of the 

motion is increased so we can see the vibration.

it is a combination of vibration measurement 

and software processing. The output of the 

method is vibration movement animation on 

one forcing frequency or on multiple forcing 

frequencies.

The output of the method is easily understandable 

for everybody.

immediate visualization of the 
vibration movement

roUte 
DownloaDer

senD THe rOuTe TO TeCHniCiAn 
On THe OTHer siDe OF THe 
WOrLD

route Downloader is a simple tool for route 

transfer. DDs software can create the route tree as 

one small file. you can send this file through email 

to your technician who is far away and who does 

not have an access to DDs software. He will load 

the route tree to his data collector through route 

Downloader and will take the readings. Then he 

will create again one file in the route Downloader 

and send you this file (with measured data) back 

to you. This file will be read by DDs and measured 

data will be stored into your DDs route tree.

route Downloader is compatible with 
all portable devices

ordering information

vib-CT-50033

ads animated deflection shapes 

software

includes free software
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master the language of your machinery

sensor, Cables and 
Connectors

Options include sensitivities of standard 100mv/g, 

or choose from: 10mv/g, 30mv/g, 50mv/g, 

250mv/g or 500mv/g.  

 

The complete acceleration sensors do come with 

sensor, coiled cable and magnet since this is the 

most common combination for data collectors. 

ordering information

vib-CT-50047

acceleration sensor complete push /pull

(including spiral cable and magnet base)

sensitivity  100 mv/g

resonance Freq. 30 kHz

Operating Temp. -55 - 140 °C

Connector   push / pull

vib-CT-50005 

acceleration sensor complete binder

(including spiral cable and magnet base)

sensitivity  100 mv/g

resonance Freq. 30 kHz

Operating Temp. -55 - 140 °C

Connector   binder 712

vib-CT-50012 

acceleration sensor single

sensitivity  100 mv/g

sealing   iP68

resonance Freq. 30 kHz

Operating Temp. -55 - 140 °C

Connector   MiL2

Mounting Thread 1/4”-28 unF female

vib-CT-50015 

Mil2 connector for acceleration sensor

vib-CT-50038

us-Microphone

Option for vibration Analyser vA3 & vA5

vib-CT-50006

laser tacho probe

Option for vibration Analyser vA3 & vA5

Option for vibration Monitor A3716

vib-CT-50009

5 m extension cable for sensor

push / pull or binder 712

vib-CT-50010

10 m extension cable for sensor

push / pull or binder 712

Our range of AC 100mv/g accelerometers is designed 

for use with all types of data collectors and online sys-

tems using two-wire constant current method of drive.   

The range includes standard, high performance premi-

um accelerometers, each manufactured to the highest 

isO standards and backed by our outstanding technical 

customer support services.

Acceleration sensor Complete

Acceleration sensor single

us-Microphone

Laser Tacho Probe
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measuring Pads

Measuring Pad for studs

Quick Fit Measuring Pad

Measuring Pad for Magnet (flat surface)

ordering information

vib-CT-50051

Measuring pad for Magnet (10)

Flat surface 

(including protection cap)

Diameter / Hight: 24 /10 mm

vib-CT-50050

Quick fit Measuring pad (10)

Mounting Thread quick fit

(including protection cap)

Diameter / Hight: 24/10 mm

Wrench size:  22 mm

vib-CT-50011

Measuring pad for stud (10)

(recommended for permanent installation)

Mounting Thread M6 x 1 mm

Diameter / Hight: 24 /10 mm

Wrench size:  22 mm

vib-CT-50052

screw studs (10)

Threads:  M6 x 1 / 1/4”-28 unF

vib-CT-50018

epoxy Metal glue for Measuring pads

Drying time:  2 hours at 20°C

Max. Temp:  120 °C

Handling time: 

Capacity:  20 - 30 pads

Most important for good results is a tight and 

firm connection between sensor and machine. 

The established best practice is to use CMT 

Measuring Pads.

The Measuring Pads are equipped with a yellow 

protection cap for easy recognition and protec-

tion against any dirt or paint. 

CMT uses specially packed rapid curing  

synthetic metal glue to permanently mount 

measuring pads on metal surfaces. simple hand 

mixing ensures activation reaction between the 

concentrically packed components. 

All loose material, rust and surface contaminants, 

including existing coatings, must be removed and 

the surface roughened by using an angle grinder 
etc.

To achieve a comparable measuring trend it is  

recommended to stick to the same routine at every  

measurement.

To help with consistent measurements CMT is offering 

Measurement Pads.

The Measuring Pads are glued on the machine to guar-

antee that the same measuring spot is being used at 

every measurement.
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master the language of your machinery

sensor bases & 
magnets

Magnet - Pole Piece

Quick Fit base for sensor

Magnet - Flat Face

ordering information

vib-CT-50029

Magnet - pole piece

stud for sensor 1/4”-28 unF male

Diameter / Hight: 25 /18 mm

Pull strength: 20 kg

vib-CT-50021

Magnet - flat face

stud for sensor 1/4”-28 unF male

Diameter / Hight: 30 /10 mm

Pull strength: 25 kg 

vib-CT-50048

Quick fit base for sensor

Mounting Thread quick fit

stud for sensor 1/4”-28 unF male

Diameter / Hight: 24 /10 mm

Wrench size:  22 mm

As a standard connection to achieve reliable re-

sults  it is intended to use a Measuring Pad on the 

machine with the magnet mounted to the sensor. 

CMT provides two different magnets for curved 

and flat surfaces. 

The most optimal measuring results will be 

achieved with the newly designed CMT Quick Fit 

connection. This requires one Quick Fit base at-

tached to the sensor and on each measuring point 

a Quick Fit Measuring Pad which is also protected 

with a yellow cap while it is not in use. 

Permanently installed sensors should have a bolt-

on connection using the measuring pad with a 

stud. 
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Quick Connection 
box

The Connection box is used as a terminal to collect 

the signals from multiple channels and to supply 

them for external readings.

There is no need to check on every measurement 

point. Just connect your sensors to the Quick 

Conntection box and you can take all measure-

ments at the box.  

easily switch from one sensor to the next.

This high quality product is made from stainless 

steel and is iP 66 certified. That makes it perfect 

for the use on board of a vessel.

The Quick Connection box is compatible with 

all of CMTs vibration devices. There are multiple 

output options available on request.

ordering information

vib-CT-50055

Quick connection box

(bnC Output)

Key features:

 › Provides a terminal to take readings from 

accelerometers via a portable data-collector

 › Multiple outputs via multiple connectors

 › Compatible with all of CMT’s vibration devices

 › iP66 certified

 › intrinsically safe version available on request
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